
Dreamster Announces Two-Part Airdrop Reward Program for NFT 
Enthusiasts and Early Adopters of the Dreamster NFT Marketplace 

 

 
 

Dreamster is an all-in-one marketplace and social network for creators. With a web3 platform 
that flips the value chain, Dreamster enables creative freedom and community for users and 
musicians. 
 
In total, the Dreamster ecosystem contains a fully centralized exchange, a decentralized wallet, 
a 3D avatar generation tool that can interact with any Metaverse or gaming platform, the native 
$DSTER Token, and, more recently, the Dreamster NFT Marketplace.  
 
Dreamster is the perfect platform for creators of all stripes to showcase their creations and earn 
royalties in a reliable, all-in-one marketplace. The Dreamster ecosystem provides a refined NFT 
minting and trading experience tailor-made for artists and musicians. 
 
The Marketplace houses virtually all NFT genres in the blockchain, with unparalleled security, 
lightning-fast transactions, onion authentication, low transaction fees, and a multi-utility $DSTER 
token. The cross-chain compatibility guarantees smooth NFT production and trading across 
various blockchain networks. 
 
To reward early adopters of the Dreamster NFT Marketplace and NFT enthusiasts in general, 
Dreamster is pleased to announce its multi-reward airdrop for users who meet various 
requirements within its two phases.  
 

Phase One: 
Phase One rewards individuals who meet a volume threshold on other NFT Marketplaces, 
including both Buys and Sells, with rewards claimable at the end of the final phase.  
 
The NFT Marketplaces eligible for users to prove their volume threshold are listed 
below:  

• Opensea 
• Rarible 
• X2Y2 
• Looksrare 

 



The claimed reward will be an off-chain prize box (aka a Note) with undisclosed $DSTER 
tokens. Three unique Notes (Common, Rare, and Ultra Rare) will hold an escalating amount of 
$DSTER tokens based on the type.  
 
Individuals may qualify for multiple Notes based on their overall volume on the other 
marketplaces and earn a bonus box upon sharing their rewards on social media outlets. 
 
Users can share the platform with an invite link on social media to receive an extra Note: 

• These extra Notes will have the same rarity as the ones in Phase One (Common, Rare, 
Legendary). 

• Users will receive (1) Common Note for sharing an invite post on Twitter.  
• Users will receive (1) Rare Note if (25) people use their invite link and connect to claim a 

Note. 
• Users will receive (1) Legendary Note if (50) people use their invite link and connect to 

claim a Note. 
• Users will receive (1) Unique Note if (100) people use their invite link and connect to 

claim a Note. 
 
The volume thresholds must be met within six months before the start of Phase One, and users 
have eight weeks after the launch date to claim their rewards.  
 
Users must connect their wallet to the Dreamster Marketplace and navigate to the “Airdrop 
Page.”  
 
The number and type of Notes they can claim will be displayed if the connected wallet has 
sufficient volume on the other marketplaces.  
 

Phase Two:  
Phase Two is designed to reward early adopters of the Dreamster NFT Marketplace with 
“Unique” Notes. Phase Two will run for four weeks after the initial start day.  
 
Users will be rewarded for each listing and/or buying an NFT on the Dreamster Marketplace.  
 
The following requirements must be met for individuals to claim a reward during Phase 
Two, but are subject to change upon finalization:  
 
 

• List an NFT on the Dreamster Marketplace. This NFT must have the volume on any 
eligible secondary marketplace (Rarible, X2Y2, Rarible, Looksrare) or Dreamster. 

 


